
Virtual Summer Institute 2021:  Racial Justice and the Public Liberal Arts

Executive Summary
Staff and faculty attending this Summer Institute are deeply dedicated to Justice, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (JDEI) work; however, we all
have much to do to achieve racial justice on our campuses. We at COPLAC member institutions stand at different places in our JDEI
work--some are at beginning stages, others have loosely organized efforts, still others are more advanced-- but JDEI work is integral to the
evolution of public liberal arts colleges. These efforts transform the socio-economic and gendered privileges that are historically associated
with the liberal arts in particular and with higher education in general. Working toward racial equity at the individual, departmental,
institutional, and systemic levels means going beyond bland definitions of diversity: it means getting to true, ethical equity. As such, our
racial justice work dismantles and disrupts the white supremacist foundations of our institutions and society. It promotes not just safe
spaces, but also brave spaces in our offices, programs, services, curriculum, assignments, policies, and conversations. JDEI work increases
accessibility to multidisciplinary education and moves such education forward in the 21st Century. This work must include students, staff,
administrators, and faculty in difficult conversations about actual changes, in decisions about resource allocations and financial support, and
in sustaining equity. This work must have the support of administrators, faculty senates, staff councils, and student government to achieve
racial justice in the public liberal arts.

Our Campuses Must Lead JDEI Work
Diverse populations make up our institutions: across our campuses, what we do is what we teach. As public universities, we are the best
models in higher education for racially just communities. Leadership must show that all peoples are respected. We must deeply evaluate
our policies, curricula, co-curricular offerings, and siloed institutional structures through a social justice lens: who benefits from our policies
and systems; who succeeds; who mentors and is mentored; how are we communicating our true, complex history and not just a simple
version that advances a white supremacist perspective? As public institutions, we must create avenues of access and opportunity to the
historically marginalized. We must intentionally place accessibility and accountability into our procedures, policies, and initiatives by asking
1) who gets access to this resource? And 2) how are we treating everyone with respect? Offices and departments must look at policies and
ask if they truly level the playing field or can these policies better foster equity (e.g., scholarship awards, action plans, personnel policies,
assessment objectives, internship placements, housing assignments, the make up of committees and councils, etc.). We need to identify
who owns these policies, and then build coalitions for change. JDEI endeavors help our campuses understand how to set priorities that
normalize the cognitive, affective, and behavioral practices that generate racial justice. They also help people develop skills that address the
perpetuation of white supremacy and to foster equity in the next community they join. As public institutions, we need to lead toward
inclusive experiences. As universities, we are uniquely positioned to partner with our local communities to collaborate on strengthening our
region to encounter--and benefit from--a broader range of ideas, cultures, and experiences.

Our Campuses Benefit from JDEI Work
JDEI endeavors ask our campuses not to expect assimilation but to promote authentic inclusion; not to weed people out but to ensure
success. They ask us to build our capacities for self-reflection and accountability through transformative social justice work and to think
structurally about how campus systems support our communal well-being. Through JDEI work marginalized voices and stories are heard,
shared, respected, valued, and celebrated. Through JDEI work students, staff, and faculty develop greater compassion, critical thinking skills,
capacity for civil and civic engagement, and appreciation for the contributions of varying cultures. Through JDEI work we strengthen
effective teamwork to identify issues, understand complex problems, and solve them with a broader array of resources. Through JDEI work
we refine emotional, social, and intellectual skills. Through JDEI work, our campuses can be regional leaders and help our communities
develop the knowledge and strategies to attract, support, and benefit from a wider range of people. Through JDEI work we generate more
innovative solutions to community problems, exploring creative and effective ways to manage conflicts and uphold dignity. For staff and
faculty in particular JDEI work promotes:
● A more comprehensive, interdisciplinary, and accurate understanding of materials, policies, experiences, and the impact of problems

and solutions
● Engaging with and being respectful of intersectional identities
● More effective advocacy within offices, programs, and broader communities
● Ongoing professional development that challenges white supremacy and other legacies of harm by being attentive to historical

precedent and to the contemporary moment
And for all members of our campus communities, working effectively across differences is critical for individual success and community
progress. Without JDEI work, we are not prepared to work in a world that does not reflect our own privilege and demographic. Restorative
practices build capacity for conversations around difficult issues. Doing JDEI work on our campuses equips future leaders and
decision-makers with the experiences, knowledge, and skills to bring about change. And finally, justice work is not just necessary now and
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morally appropriate, on a practical level, it protects our future as public liberal arts communities. Given the ongoing shift in demographics,
why would we not want our campuses to be places where people of color want to be and want to support? To serve our democracy and
these demographics, we must work diligently for racial justice.

Our Campuses Slow JDEI Work
Most of our campuses start any JDEI effort facing two important challenges: 1) we are all successful products of racist systems--our
institutions are part of the problem. How then do we work to make the benefits of a liberal arts education accessible to all? And 2) BIPOC
students, staff, and faculty are underrepresented at many COPLAC institutions and their retention is challenging. Other significant campus
impediments to JDEI work include:
● We are public universities, frequently in rural locations, generally PWIs. There may not be much local demand driving JDEI work.

Moreover, because JDEI is perceived as a political statement rather than as a patriotic commitment to equity and democratic principles,
we are vulnerable to criticism and potential retaliatory threats from elected officials, board of directors, donors, local communities, etc.
for the JDEI work that we do.

● Verbal buy-in to JDEI work but not action buy-in. Many times, we do not recognize that our JDEI values and daily practices are not
aligned. Comfort with discomfort is a requirement for moving toward systemic change. Saying we are committed to JDEI work but not
risking, sacrificing, or adapting our own privileges or being open to changing the systems that work for us is a place of unproductive
comfort. Instead, we can ask “how are offices and departments showing accountability for action plans and intentional self-reflection
on JDEI issues?” For example, we can use an Intercultural Development Inventory or intercultural development planning as a tool in
policy and program review.

● Seeing JDEI just as the tagline, or just as a movement losing momentum since Summer 2020. JDEI is work. It is a continuous cycle of
conversations. We must orient ourselves, approach it as, and start working on it as system change. Asking who benefits from systems is
part of our responsibility as participants in those systems. We cannot turn our backs on equity as we move into a post-pandemic world.

● Compartmentalization vs. System
○ Compartmentalization causes practitioners who like the idea of JDEI to struggle to make any changes in their daily work or

decisions. Often our structures, committees, and policies reflect a monocultural mindset. Often we have siloed programs and
departments. This is especially true regarding the wall between student and academic affairs. We’re all here to work with
students! Staff, faculty, and administrators are all encouraged to look for more ways to merge student affairs, academic affairs, and
instructional design to promote JDEI and its empowerment stories.

○ Often we focus on budget crises without seeing how those overlap with JDEI work. Which budgets are cut or frozen? How do
budget modifications impact accessibility? Let’s discuss our budgets: how racially diverse are the best funded offices and programs
on our campus? Again, who has access to what resources?

○ Often we put our campus’s responsibility for JDEI work on a staff/faculty member or a diversity center and just leave it there--it’s
your job; good luck! Compartmentalized responsibilities cannot be tolerated: JDEI work is institutional systems change. It requires
commitment from the presidential cabinet down to students. Collectively, we have to institutionalize our response to racial
injustice by asking “how do we, in whatever positions of power we occupy, address structural inequalities?”

○ Often we expect students and staff to attend diversity training or engage in a shared community expectation for diversity, equity,
and inclusion, but not faculty. Sometimes it feels that only BIPOC students, staff, and faculty are engaged in JDEI work instead of all
of us. How can we encourage all people to check their privilege; think critically about their own implicit biases; understand how to
have difficult, constructive conversations about cultural biases; and participate in JDEI work?

○ Often we act on perceived notions so it is necessary to check assumptions. For example, we might assume BIPOC students, staff,
and faculty are less equipped or have fewer skills. Or we might make superficial matches when pointing BIPOC students, staff, and
faculty toward mentors. People should choose mentors who suit their needs best. Don’t assume that BIPOC persons will work best
with another person of color. Similarly, BIPOC mentors should be invited to offer expertise to the enrichment of the whole
university, not just to members of their own marginalized community.

○ Often we over-rely on quantitative data to indicate where we are in our efforts to achieve JDEI objectives. Instead we need to
understand the full story of our efforts: look at the lived reality of all students, staff, and faculty; invite them to speak; hear them
when they speak. Data points only tell us so much--lived realities are just as, if not more, important.

Our Campuses Have Aspirations for JDEI Work
Our dreams for JDEI work at public liberal arts colleges share a starting point: that all people on our campuses are open to change. To
achieve systemic change, we can:
● put students on committees to review policies since our procedures and protocols often are students’ lived realities
● encourage students to organize and address justice issues on their campuses and across COPLAC institutions
● bring students, staff, and faculty together to develop peer education programs and curricula that work with students’ experiences
● go beyond just providing the same quality education and experience to every student to equipping BIPOC people to be BIPOC

professionals, prepared to navigate the world of work and life. Look for ways that our campuses can improve skills in calling out
discrimination and injustice or staying on track for graduation, promotion, positive reviews, etc.

● incorporate student affairs and academic affairs to collaborate on multi-campus grants for initiatives such as restorative justice training
programs, trauma informed education, bringing K-12 students from underserved communities to our campuses in summers for
supplemental education and pre-college mentoring
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● research, process, and understand the true meaning of intersectionality and the ways in which our understanding can respond to the
challenges faculty, staff, students, and our communities face

● strive to integrate our universities with the local and regional communities where we reside. To be relevant in the 21st century, our
campuses must create more equitable outcomes internally and be a part of creating them externally

Our Campuses Need Consortial Support for JDEI Work
In addition to our own efforts to create “brave” spaces, we can look to other COPLAC institutions to develop support for local and
multi-campus JDEI endeavors.  We can partner to build non-threatening environments.

We can adapt the DEI/Anti-Racism Fellows or Inclusion Advocates programs from other COPLAC campuses. Together we can create
networks of allies who are trained to review policies or serve on selection committees or work with faculty and peer tutors on racially
relevant pedagogy.  An added benefit is that such training spreads the JDEI workload out to avoid additional labor for faculty of color.

We can think consortially. Ask each other for ideas, support, review of materials, etc. Share ideas with each other for multi-campus
grants or collaborative projects, for speakers at virtual multi-campus lectures, presentations, workshops, training sessions, etc. We can invite
COPLAC campus leadership who effectively foster and support JDEI work to speak virtually to campuses and communities--sometimes
external voices carry more weight locally. We can create virtual affinity groups for campuses that do not have enough BIPOC staff/faculty to
sustain a local support group and professional communities of practice with other COPLAC offices to support Student Affairs and
Multicultural Affairs in their JDEI work. We can look to each other for successful programs on conscious respect, mentoring, historically
Black fraternities/sororities, and community relations, etc., like the Wise Mentoring Program at Shepherd University, the M.A.L.E.S.
Organization at Eastern Connecticut, or the Men of Color Initiative at the University of Illinois Springfield.

Our Campuses Need Local Support for JDEI Work
From our campus communities, we need:
● agreement on terms: consensus on what “training” means and resisting the use of bland “diversity” wording as we craft mission

statements and strategic plans for meaningful, thoughtful action
● financial and other resources for offices and departments that visibly support JDEI endeavors, rather than being threatened with

funding cuts or being asked to repeatedly justify JDEI work or the value it brings to our campuses
● compensation and adequate resources for employees asked to lead anti-racism and diversity initiatives. Value those who do this work
● people engaged with JDEI work consulted on campus-wide strategic plans and initiatives
● JDEI’s role in performance review criteria and promotion and tenure guidelines to be clarified and emphasized
● accountability in JDEI work
● clear communication of support for training and JDEI work (what training will be paid for? How many people can attend? Will staff and

faculty with lots of student loans be given help?)
● to ensure that commitment to equity and justice is long term, not fluctuating as administrative leadership changes on campus or as

societal pressures ebb and flow. Racial justice is a “must have,” not a “good to have,” for our campuses. Just as our campuses supported
the dramatic shift to remote education last year, our campuses must support racial justice as a holistic, valued, sufficiently resourced
part of what we do

In office and program reviews, we can adopt the Center for Urban Educaton’s equity mindedness approach. This orientation shifts attention
away from deficit framing people to directing questions to expectations and practices. For example, framing questions as “What causes
these courses to underperform for black students?” In addition, our office and program reviews can look at what data we are collecting (and
not collecting) to show where we create equity--where are the BIPOC people? Where do they succeed, graduate, gain tenure? Who donates
to this program and its scholarships? Who are the JDEI stakeholders for this office or program?

From our regional and state communities we need JDEI work to be valued, not demonized by appointed or elected officials. We need
cooperation with local law enforcement when they engage with our campus communities, particularly when they interact with individuals
from marginalized communities. We need a range of resources in our local communities which allow marginalized communities to feel at
home (viz., foods, places of worship, stores and services geared to those who are not straight, white, and Christian)--even if they are only
open part-time or come to town on a rotating schedule.

We all approach JDEI work in our own special cultural way, but our dreams for this work culminate in the same goal: we are united in

supporting and uplifting all our students, staff, and faculty.
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